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President’s Message
Dear WiNners,
As we come close to the end of the year it is time to reflect a bit on WiN Global
activities in 2018 . WiN Global was well presented at a lot of events, from its annual
conference in Bariloche to WNE, WNA Symposium and the IAEA General
Conference and other local WiN Chapter events where I had the honour to be
present . Please read WiNfo for all our news and provide input to let the WiN
community learn about your own Chapter initiatives.
One of the highlights was the celebration of the Fem‘Energia ceremony in Paris and
the visit to ITER in October. I wish we can do much more of such.
On 12 December I attended the WiN UAE-ENEC strategic symposium in Abu Dhabi.
With the newly elected President Shaima Al Mulla the WiN UAE Chapter drives to
become a focal point for all women working in the nuclear sciences, not only at the
Barakah site but for the whole of UAE, and to support WiN Global. In different
working groups clear objectives were defined and actions and a roadmap developed
on how to achieve the set goals. As WiN Global President and IAEA WiN Vice
President I contributed as much as possible based on my WiN and professional
experience. The meeting highlights were teambuilding exercises including laugh
yoga!. The symposium resulted in inspired participants eager to implement what had
been discussed and outlined.
WiN Global also welcomes many new members from all over the world, together with
three new Executives and new Board members on our executive bodies. Specifically
in 2018 we saw the founding of several new chapters in Latinamerica and Europe
and a number in the preparatory stages of establishing new Chapters. I am proud to
report that WiN continues to grow. Nevertheless, there is still a lot to do, specifically
in the areas of communication and mentoring.
I also would like to acknowledge World Nuclear Association and specifically its
Director General, WiNner Agneta Rising, for continued support over so many years
I wish you all relaxing, merry, Festive Days and a Happy New Year 2019
Seasonal greetings

Gabi

Dr Gabriele Voigt
WiN Global President
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SPOTLIGHT ON NEW
EXECUTIVES
In 2018 four positions on the Executive
Committee of the WiN Global Board became
available. New members were proposed and
voted on by the Executive and Board, with a remit
for an even geographical representation. Here
are the four new Executives:

Patricia Schindler – WiN France
Patricia Schindler has been
the General Secretary of WiN
France since 2012.
In this context, she has had
an opportunity to build with
the support of the delegate
for women's rights in the south of France,
partnerships with other women's associations, as
well as the head of universities in the south of
France. This group organizes business forums,
and presents the diversity of technical trades and
helps women to progress through mentoring.
Patricia is Senior R&D Project Manager in the
Department of Reactor Technology at the French
Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy
Commission (CEA).
Her 40 year career has exposed her to a wide
variety of subjects ranging from chemistry to
thermal hydraulic and radioactive tracing
techniques. She has had the opportunity to
develop and build various experimental test
programs ranging from severe accident tests to
contamination transfer or corrosion prevention.

Naida Dzigal – WiN IAEA
Naida Dzigal recently
completed her doctoral
studies in physics and is
employed at IAEA in the
Seibersdorf environmental
laboratories. She has been
an active member of WiN
since 2012 and has held several positions with the
IAEA WiN Executive Committee since 2013. She
has been voted WiNner of the year twice in
recognition of her organizational skills and
willingness to assist with the event planning and
membership recruitment. She has been
instrumental in organizing the IAEA WiN
membership retreat for three years and has been
a judge for four years on the Vienna school
system science fairs.

Hasna Al Blooshi – WiN UAE
Hasna Al Blooshi is a
Director of Nuclear
Performance Improvement in
Nawah Energy Company. In
her role, she is leading
Nawah in the development
and implementation of the
processes, programs, and activities needed to
maintain a Culture of Nuclear Safety.
Hasna established the first Middle East Women in
Nuclear “WiN” Chapter in the UAE in April 2014.
She has been an advocate for females and
supported their needs to ensure that Nawah Energy
Company and Barakah Nuclear Power Plant is a
female employer of choice. Since joining in August,
2012 Hasna created the Performance Improvement
model, designing and implementing the training
program and even became an INPO international
certified nuclear Instructor.
Prior to joining Nawah, Hasna worked for more
than 10 years in the Healthcare industry.
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Susan Korn – US WiN
Susan Korn is Vice President
of the Nuclear Project
Management organization at
Exelon Generation. She is
responsible for the overall
execution of major projects
across the nuclear fleet.
Before joining Exelon in 2003, Susan spent over
15 years in the Engineering Consulting business,
primarily serving the Nuclear Power Industry.
Susan is also the current Chairwomen for U.S.
Women in Nuclear (WIN). In this capacity, Susan
is the lead of the steering committee which sets
strategic direction and policy for the organization.

INDUSTRY NEWS
Nuclear the 'ideal way' for dealing with
climate change, says Bill Gates
Bill Gates has written in his year-end blog that
nuclear power is "ideal for dealing with climate
change". The technologist, business leader, and
philanthropist wrote about nuclear power in a
section about energy in his 29 December article
What I learned at work this year.
The Microsoft Corp co-founder chairs TerraPower
LLC, a nuclear energy venture, which Reuters
reported yesterday is seeking a new partner for
early-stage trials of its technology after new US
rules forced it to abandon an agreement with
China. Reuters cited comments made by
company officials to the Wall Street Journal.
TerraPower reached an agreement with stateowned China National Nuclear Corp in 2017 to
build an experimental nuclear reactor south of
Beijing.

Bill Gates (Image: GatesNotes)

In his blog, Gates wrote: "Global emissions of
greenhouse gases went up in 2018. For me, that
just reinforces the fact that the only way to prevent
the worst climate change scenarios is to get some
breakthroughs in clean energy. Some people think
we have all the tools we need, and that driving
down the cost of renewables like solar and wind
solves the problem. I am glad to see solar and
wind getting cheaper and we should be deploying
them wherever it makes sense.
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"But solar and wind are intermittent sources of
energy, and we are unlikely to have super-cheap
batteries anytime soon that would allow us to
store sufficient energy for when the sun isn’t
shining or the wind isn’t blowing. Besides,
electricity accounts for only 25% of all emissions.
We need to solve the other 75% too."
Gates said he plans this year to "speak out more"
about how the USA needs to regain its leading
role in nuclear power research.
"Nuclear is ideal for dealing with climate change,
because it is the only carbon-free, scalable energy
source that’s available 24 hours a day. The
problems with today’s reactors, such as the risk of
accidents, can be solved through innovation," he
wrote, adding that the USA is "uniquely suited to
create these advances with its world-class
scientists, entrepreneurs, and investment capital".
America is no longer the global leader on nuclear
energy that it was 50 years ago, he wrote, and "to
regain this position, it will need to commit new
funding, update regulations, and show investors
that it’s serious".
There are "several promising ideas" in advanced
nuclear that should be explored, he noted.
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"TerraPower, the company I started ten years
ago, uses an approach called a traveling wave
reactor that is safe, prevents proliferation, and
produces very little waste. We had hoped to build
a pilot project in China, but recent policy changes
here in the US have made that unlikely," he wrote.
"The world needs to be working on lots of
solutions to stop climate change. Advanced
nuclear is one, and I hope to persuade US leaders
to get into the game."
TerraPower signed a memorandum of
understanding with CNNC to develop its traveling
wave reactor in September 2015. The MoU was
signed in Seattle by TerraPower CEO Lee
McIntire and CNNC President Qian Zhimin.
Initially developed in the 1950s, the TWR design
resurfaced in the early 1990s, and was later
patented by Intellectual Ventures, the company
from which TerraPower was spun out of. The
traveling wave reactor is a liquid sodium-cooled
fast reactor that uses depleted or natural uranium
as fuel.
Researched and written by World Nuclear News

CHAPTER NEWS
WiN AUSTRALIA
An Aussie’s #nerdgirl pilgrimage to
Austria to talk all things machine
learning and nuclear safeguards.
Every four years, the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) holds a Symposium on
International Safeguards at their headquarters in
Vienna, Austria. As a self-professed #nerdgirl I
was excited and honored to be able to attend this
symposium to share work done in consult with the
Australian Safeguards and Non-proliferation
Office (ASNO) and University of New South
Wales (UNSW) on how machine learning can
support nuclear safeguards. My work has focused
specifically on uranium mining and milling
activities. The symposium showcased a
multidisciplinary approach to safeguards analytics
from machine learning and artificial intelligence
through to utilising non-traditional stakeholders to
help evolve and enhance international safeguards
processes.

Author Jasmin Diab, Research Student MEngSci (Nuc Eng),
UNSW

Fun fact – safeguards have nothing to do with
being safe or guarding, so how does the
safeguards community educate the world on
safeguards? Lots of bright people helped discuss
this issue and potential future approaches, but
enough about that- let’s talk about machines!

I was part of a panel that focused on how we can
embrace machine learning and artificial
intelligence to support analytics (abstracts under
TEC-S2). While the use of machine to help make
decisions can be a sensitive topic to some
(especially when it is perceived to take away jobs
from humans) the key message from the group
revolved around how we can effectively and
efficiently process big data to help refine human
analytical effort to key documents or activities. I
was humbled to be able to present the work I
have done over the last twelve months, to develop
the key source terms and processes used in
uranium mining and milling to be able to develop a
dataset to be used in here IAEA’s machine
learning algorithm in support of the international
safeguards analytical tools. From here the plan is
to work with the IAEA team to input the data into
their analytical tools, and look to see how
potentially machine learning analytics can be
combined with imagery analysis to confirm
undeclared uranium mining activities.
While the symposium was safeguards focused,
the IAEA did a great job hosting a few sessions
throughout the week on how we can encourage
more women into safeguards, both in the
technical STEM fields as well as in the policy
space. While I don’t have any hard stats on
attendance, every session I observed had at least
two women involved and it was great to visit the
WiN IAEA stand (if only they had a WiNner’s
guide to Vienna). I’m still on a nerd high having
ticked off not just visiting, but also presenting
research, at the mothership of my
#nuclearnerdgirl goals- the IAEA. What a great
way to cap off 2018, I highly encourage any
WiNners to make the pilgrimage if they get the
chance.
About the author: Jasmin is the Vice President of
WiN Australia and studying her master’s in
engineering science (nuclear engineering) at
UNSW.
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WiN BRAZIL
Bi-Annual Emergency Exercise
In August the nuclear and radiological emergency
exercise in the Brazilian fuel cycle facility took
place. The Institutional Security Office was
responsible for the exercise, which had the
participation of several security agencies, such as
military police, civic police, federal highway police,
navy, army, fire department, civil defense,
intelligence agency, environmental agency, as
well as the nuclear operators - Brazilian Nuclear
Industries (INB) and Eletronuclear, and the
regulatory agency CNEN. The exercise is held
every two years using threat scenarios proposed
by the Nuclear Emergency Response Committee.

IAEA Symposium on Communication
of Nuclear amd Radiological
Energencies
Two WiNners of Brazil participated in the first
week of October of the First International
Symposium on Communicating Nuclear and
Radiological Emergencies to the Public. This
event was organized by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna, Austria. Alice
Cunha da Silva, Nuclear Engineer at
Westinghouse Brazil, member of the Board of
Directors of WIN Brasil and of the Brazilian
Association of Nuclear Energy (ABEN)
participated on a interactive panel and presented
an initiative being developed in Brazil Called
Nuclear Ambassadors. Tariana Brocardo
Machado, Journalist and PhD student on Nuclear
Communications at São Paulo University,
presented the research she is conductinging in
Brazil to understand and map public opinion on
Nuclear in the Country. This Symposium was the
first in the history of the IAEA to have more
women than men participating.

Nuclear and radiological emergency exercise team at the
Brazilian fuel cycle facility

WiN Brazil Represented at the 2018
IAEA General Assembly

Very few Brazilian ladies were present at the 62th
IAEA General Assembly (Vienna, September 1821) this year. Fortunately, Brazilian Patricia
Wieland, the Head of the World Nuclear University
(WNU), was there.
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Brazilians Alice Cunha and Tariana Machado at the 1st Int
Symp on Communicating Nuclear and Radiological
Emergencies to the Public, Vienna, October 2018.

Training WiNners
The Regional Training Course on Capacity
Building for Industrial Tomography Application
TN-RLA1013-1803663 took place at the Institute
of Energy and Nuclear Research (IPENCNEN/SP), Sao Paulo, from 23 to 26 October
2018, coordinated by the group of Industrial
Tomography from the Centre of Radiation
Technologies of IPEN. The 35 participants were
from 10 different Latin American countries and the
Director of the Course was Dr. Margarida H.
Hamada, an active Brazilian Winner.

WiN BULGARIA
Science without Borders
A representative of the Kozloduy Chapter of WiN
Bulgaria, Ms. Nadezhda Randelova, participated
in a national qualification programme for IT and
engineer teachers implemented in CERN. The
group included 40 teachers who had the
opportunity to get an idea of the activities of the
organisation that prepares tomorrow's scientists
and unifies nations through science. “We were
shown the world's largest accelerator located
nearly 100 m below ground... Bulgarians have
produced multiple parts of the CMS detector
observing the presence of various elementary
particles ... We conducted experiments in the
special S'COOL LAB, or Wilson's cloud chamber.

Dr Margarida M. Hamada,
Diretora do Regional Training
Course on Capacity Building
for Industrial Tomography
Application.

Nuclear Engeneering students members of WiN
Brazil organized the VI Week of Nuclear
Engineering from 15 to 19 October at the
headquarters of the Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro.

There we observed the motion and trajectory of
elementary alpha and beta particles and the
tracks they leave after moving through it. We were
also given the chance of building Wilson's
chamber ourselves. We studied the properties of
X-rays and expanded our knowledge of their
medical applications. This qualification course not
only enabled us to get in touch with the magic of
CERN, but also become its ambassadors. It
acted as a further impetus for us to continue
working to enthuse our students, spark their
interest in the ideas of science and education in
this field.”
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WiN FRANCE
A very rich last quarter for WiN France network.

November 29th WiN France General
Meeting - 25th anniversary
It was a beautiful day! 70 women from nuclear
power industry met the 29th November in Lyon, to
share on the values of WIN, well shown with this
word cloud:
Aurélie Pennel and Delphine Luginbuh

The afternoon was dedicated to workshops on
Networks and Stereotypes. At the same time, a
jobs forum organized by the French Nuclear
Society and Nuclear Valley gathered hundred
students and professionals of nuclear power
industry.

The General Assembly was the occasion to vote
for new statutes and to welcome 9 new members
on the board.

Workshops on Networks and Stereotypes

Dominique Mouillot, president of WiN France,
explained the evolution of the statutes.The day
continued by a conference on ways to "Cultivate
the Optimism " by two outstanding speakers,
authors of a book on this theme: Aurélie Pennel
and Delphine Luginbuh.

The final conference focused on jobs
opportunities in nuclear power industry by Sylvie
Richard, Deputy director of the EDF Nuclear
Production Division and to Bernard Bigot, Director
of ITER. They demonstrated that there are
numerous challenges and thus numerous jobs in
the nuclear industry.

Bernard Bigot and Sylvie
Richard
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And at the end of this nice day, happy
birthday WiN: 25 years old, a beautiful
age!

From left to right: Isabelle Poli, President of WiN Rhone Ain
Loire, Dominique Mouillot, President of WiN France et Nicolas
Février, Director of the Design and Technology Branch of
EDF's Engineering, which welcomed our General Meeting
2018 and which we thank again deeply.

October 16th: Fall WiN Global Board
meeting in Paris

November 16th: WiN Global meet Iter
Organization Women’s Network

October 17th Members of WiN Global and WiN
South of the France had the opportunity to meet
Iter Organization Women’s network composed of
scientists and engineers. The WiN Global
members included President Gabi Voigt, Vice
President Heather Kleb, WiN Canada President,
Frances Marshall, and Naida Dzigall from WiN
IAEA. The WiN South of France group was
composed with Patricia Schindler, Barbara Minot,
Nadia Armogathe, Françoise Jadot. A visit tour
followed the meeting.

November 16th The Fem'Energia
Award celebrated its 10th anniversary:
quantitative assessment
The October the 16th, in Paris, a beautiful
ceremony for this 10th anniversary.

The Fall WiN Global meeting took place in Paris
around its President Gabi Voigt.
Since the last meeting more than 200 members
have joined WiN Global, bringing to 35,000 the
number of members with109 countries and 41
chapters including 4 new ones: Belgium, Bolivia,
Cuba and Mexico.
The next Annual meeting, organized by WiN
Spain, will take place in Madrid from 17 to 21
June.

Looking back at Fem’Energia awards Since 2009,
1115 applications have been received, including
more than 60 award winners and more than 200
nominees, a beautiful result.
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WiN GERMANY
Congratulations! WiN Germany
Celebrates its 10th Anniversary
At the 2018 General Assembly (GA) on November
nd
rd
22 and 23 in Garching Dr. Ralf Güldner,
President of German Atomic Forum (DAtF), was
the keynote speaker at the official gala evening
event. He pointed out that women play an
important role in the international nuclear industry.
“Qualification, courage and commitment are the
door-openers for female careers in the nuclear
industry”, Güldner summarized his speech.

Dr Ralf Guldner,
President DAtF

A special gift for special guests

General Assembly of WiN Germany
The General Assembly was hosted by the
research neutron source Heinz Maier-Leibnitz
FRM II) - a central scientific institute of the
Technical University of Munich.
Both, the Scientific Director Prof. Dr. Peter MüllerBuschbaum and the Technical Director Dr. Anton
Kastenmüller welcomed the WiN participants and
gave an overview of FRM II’s activities. Four
leading female scientists of the institute presented
their work and demonstrated that there are very
different paths for a successful career in nuclear.
WiN Global president Gabi Voigt explained the
many activities of the quickly expanding global
WiN community.
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Participants in the WiN-Germany General Assembly

The newly elected Board of WiN Germany:
Left to right: Martina Etzmuß (Finance and Sponsorship), Irmie
Niemeyer (Education), Chantal Greul (President), Karin Reiche
(Communication), Jutta Jené (Spokesperson).

Since promoting education on nuclear and
radiation technologies and applications is an
important mission of WiN Germany, one of the
highlights of the General Assembly was again the
WiN Germany Prize for the best scientific work
th
awarded for the 8 time.

Bianca Schacherl (right)
– (Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT),
Institute for Nuclear
Waste Disposal (INE)) is this year’s winner.
She succeeded with the
Master thesis on „
Structural investigation
of Np interacted with
illite by HR-XANES and
EXAFS”.

WiN JAPAN
Visit to National Institute of
Radiological Science (NIRS)
The members of Win Japan have conducted a
technical tour to National Institute of Radiological
Science (NIRS) on Monday, October 15, 2018.
NIRS carries out various researches focusing on
two major subjects; “Studies in Radiation-related
Life Science” such as cancer treatment using
heavy particle beam, and “Studies in Radiation
Safety and Radiation Emergency Medicine”. At
the time of the accident of Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Station, NIRS has contributed to
the safety and security of the people by extending
quick support such as dispatching emergency
medical support team called REMAT (Radiation
Emergency Medical Assistance Team) to the site,
and opening telephone consultation service, etc.
NIRS is actively promoting cooperation and
interaction with international organizations,
overseas universities and research institutes,
especially the technical cooperation to radiation
workers in developing countries. NIRS is the
accredited research institution of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in comprehensive
radiation medical field such as "Molecular
imaging" and "Heavy particle radiation treatment",
in addition to "Radioactive organism influence".
At the beginning of the tour, we received an
explanation about the outline of NIRS and then
visited the Radiation Emergency Medicine Center.
The center is designated as the core medical
institution to conduct tertiary radiation treatment
such as implementing medical treatment and dose
assessment for the exposed people. The center
also conducts trainings for both domestic and
foreign radiation medical personnel upon request.
We received an explanation about the contents of
medical treatment for internal and external
radiation exposure, and the Whole Body Counter.
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WiN KOREA
2018 Nuclear Energy Symposium with
Women

Next we visited a new therapeutic research
building that carries out cancer treatment using
heavy particle beam. In the facility, in addition to
the development and introduction of respiratorysynchronized 3D beam scanning irradiation
system, heavy particles rotating gantry was
introduced in 2015, and treatment with this device
was started in 2017. By the introduction of this
device, it became possible to provide complicated
treatments at a free angle without moving the
patient, so further advancement of heavy particle
radiation therapy is expected. In the tour, we
received an explanation about medical facilities
such as the treatment rooms and gantry, and
observed the main accelerator (synchrotron) of
the heavy particle accelerator HIMAC, injector,
heavy ion source, etc., and received explanation
about these devices.

WiN Korea held the 2018 Nuclear Energy
Symposium with Women' with 90 members
including the members of the Citizens' Alliance for
Safe Living (CASL), in the Seoul Women's Plaza
conference room on September 20. Eun-ok Han,
the Vice-Chairman, conducted hands-on lectures
by allowing participants to directly measure the
amount of radiation in their lives by using a portable
survey meter to help correct scientific judgment.
Chairman Seung-Sook Lee gave a lecture focused
on providing objective information for the
participants to judge the safety range of medical
radiation. Then, Young-mi Yoon, a Senior Vice
Chairman of the National Association for the Safety
of Mothers of the CASL, gave a lecture to show
specific examples of the safety-related prevention
measures in daily life, thus demonstrating how
important the practice of safety is.
The symposium was designed to give parents the
opportunity to experience natural radiation directly
and compare their scientific numerical values with
each other to eliminate the vague fears of daily
radiation and to develop a sense of safety.

Writing and UCC Competition with the
9th WiN Korea Awards
Lastly, we exchanged opinions with the members
of NIRS. In the discussion, we learned about risk
communication method at NIRS which is useful
for promoting understanding about nuclear
energy.
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As part of the "WiN Korea Love Sharing" project,
WiN Korea has hosted the 9th WIN Korea, Korean
Writing and UCC Contest Award ceremony, to
select scholars to foster next-generation talent to
contribute to national and local communities. A
total of four outstanding works among the

submissions received in this competition were
selected and presented with a prize.
"I was thinking a lot about nuclear power through
this competition. I am pleased to be awarded this
prize, " said Su-Hyeon Hong, a student at Banpo
High School, awarded the Minister of Science and
Technology Ministry of Information and
Communication. Winners can found on the
association's homepage.

18th WiN Korea Annual Meeting and
Performance Presentation
WiN Korea successfully hosted the 18th WiN Korea
Regular General Meeting and Performance
Presentation at Daejeon Raon Convention Hotel on
7th of July. Starting with the opening remarks of
Chairman Seung-Sook Lee, the congratulatory
address was given by Jae-Joo Ha, the President of
the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
(KAERI). Also, Byung-Joo Min, the 19th National
Assembly member. They applauded the remarkable
development of WiN Korea and urged them to
advance their efforts and activities for the future
development of nuclear energy. Then there was a
special lecture on how to manage stress by DongHwan Lee, the present of the Go Do Il hospital, and
a poster presentation about the work of members.
At the meeting, the General Assembly had the
time to deliberate and resolve negative issues
such as reporting significant activities in 2018,
deliberating the budget, approving the Presidency,
auditing and electing directors, and ended with
networking time between members.
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WiN LATIN AMERICA
First Conferences for Women
Engineers
WiN Argentina took part in the First Conferences
of Women Engineers of the Faculty of
Engineering of the University of Buenos Aires.
On the 12th and 13th of November, the "First
Conferences of Women Engineers" were held at
the Faculty of Engineering of the University of
Buenos Aires (FIUBA).

reconstruction of her life was presented,
highlighting not only the social role and gender
perspective of female Engineers, but also the
relevance of the woman at the enterprise sphere
and within the Faculty.
The event contributed to the strengthening of ties
between WiN Argentina and the Faculty of
Engineering, serving as an ideal forum to promote
the dialogue and to begin working on a joint
agenda for the coming year.

The activity, organized by the Department for
Coordination of Inclusion, Gender and Diversity of
the above-mentioned Faculty, took place within
the framework of the commemoration of the
degree obtained a century ago by Elisa Bachofen,
the first female Engineer of Latin America.
On March 5th, 1918, Elisa Bachofen received her
"Engineer" degree, “ingeniero” in Spanish, at the
University of Buenos Aires and became the first
woman who graduated in this discipline in Latin
America, 48 years after Mr Luis A. Huergo, the
first Engineer in Argentina. Nevertheless, her
degree was actually validated only in 1929, when
the Royal Spanish Academy accepted the female
noun of this profession, “ingeniera” in Spanish.
The recognition for Ms Bachofen, as well as the
launch of this kind of Conferences, are both
initiatives to start answering to several debts of
historical demands of female students, graduates,
and women who did not have the opportunity of
completing their studies.
Academic authorities, professionals, professors,
non-teaching staff, and students participated in
the event. Besides this, relatives of Ms Bachofen
took part, among them, her daughter, Elisa
Mestorino Bachofen, and her granddaughter,
Elena Arce Mestorino, both Engineers graduated
at this Faculty.
In addition, it is important to mention that the
classroom with the name of "Ingeniera Elisa
Bachofen" was inaugurated, and a historical
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WiN Argentina strengthens ties across
the region
Through the Chilean Nuclear Energy Commission
(CCHEN), the neighboring country aims at
promoting the participation of women from
different disciplines in the field of nuclear energy.
This challenge was raised within the framework of
a regional technical cooperation workshop,
organized by CCHEN, in collaboration with the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
attended by several professionals from Argentina,
Colombia, Panama, Peru and Chile.
Melina Belinco, a member of the Executive
Committee of WiN Argentina, participated in this
event and took advantage of this opportunity to
highlight that "Women in Nuclear Argentina is
constituted as an interdisciplinary sphere which
promotes the active involvement of women in the
nuclear sector. One of our main goals is building a
network to facilitate the exchange of experiences,
knowledge and professional training opportunities,
thus contributing to promote the dissemination of

nuclear science and technology to society as a
whole "
Based on her experience working at WiN
Argentina and on her collaboration with both WiN
Global and other WiN Chapters around the world,
Ms Belinco aims at encouraging different
countries to join this initiative, as it is the case with
Chile. This Latin American country is already
working towards greater inclusion, through the
recent campaign “Energy+Women” (Energía más
Mujer) launched by the Ministry of Energy, whose
main purpose is to motivate and get more women
involved in the energy sector of Chile.

excellent quality in each project, as well as
support in the objective of ensuring
socioeconomic growth of the countries, with the
use of nuclear technology.
Jenifer Avellaneda, member of WiN Mexico, who
is currently working at the IAEA, in this area
working closely with Member States in the
drafting, organization and execution of different
projects shared her experience:
"By collaborating in this organization, I can see
how important it is to achieve gender equality
within an international organization to be able to
transmit and create awareness of the best way to
achieve our common goals is trough equal
opportunities for all. In addition, nuclear
technology is a subject that has been considered
only for men throughout the ages, lack of
communication and information has caused that
ideology. As a woman involved in the nuclear
area, I would like to be part of a change and in
this way strengthen the dissemination of
information about the peaceful uses and
applications of nuclear technology".

Technical Cooperation
As part of the activities developed by the area of
Technical Cooperation for Latin America and the
Caribbean, from the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA). From October 29 to November 2,
a workshop was organized to review the design of
regional projects in Vienna, Austria. The event
brought together project coordinators, technical
officers, program management officers and
experts from the region; together with the
responsibility of concluding the designs of 14
projects that are planned to be implemented for
the 2020-2021 cycle.
During the workshop presentations from the IAEA
and the Technical Cooperation Program, where
made. As well as others focusing on quality
management, communication improvement and
Logical Framework Approach. All the tools that
were provided and developed seek to ensure

Nuclear Management School
From October 8 to 20, 2018, the School of
Nuclear Management was carried out. Organized
by the International Atomic Energy Organization
(IAEA) and the Abdus Salam International Center
for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) in Trieste, Italy.
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In this event, students and professionals from
different countries and organizations participated.
During the two-week program had the opportunity
to interact with experts as well as share their
experiences and learn from their trajectories.
Coming from Latin America, women professionals
from Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Cuba and Mexico
attended. The intensive program consisted of
topics such as types of reactors, economic
considerations, aspects of security and
safeguards as well as leadership and culture
within the organization. In addition to a technical
visit to the facilities of the Krško Nuclear Plant in
Slovenia.
Raquel Heredia, a participant of the school, and
who is also a WiN MX member, remarked with
pleasure the high participation of such a diverse
group of Latin American women in this training.
Coming from different countries and having
different backgrounds; with work experiences in
areas as varied as legal, academia, research and
communication. Skills that allowed them to stand
out in the realization of the project that they had to
develop during their stay in Italy. Having diversity
of gender, origin and knowledge in training
programs and organizations provides great
benefits to them and is a practice that must be
adopted in the different sectors of use of nuclear
energy.
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First Congress of the Mexican
Association of Radioprotection
(AMRAP)
The Mexican Association of Radioprotection held
its first congress. The event was held in Mexico
City from November 26 to 30, 2018. The program
was composed of different courses and
workshops focused on the safe use of radioactive
sources in medical, industrial and environmental
monitoring applications.

Cuban Professionals are Trained in
Russia
The Agency for Nuclear Energy and Advanced
Technologies (AENTA) of Cuba maintains
cooperation agreements with Russian institutions
in the nuclear area. The objective is the training of
specialists and professionals of the Central
American country in the peaceful use of nuclear
applications in medicine, production of radio drugs
for the treatment of cancer and other diseases.
Currently, thirty professionals from Cuba receive
training with the Unified Nuclear Research
Institutes of Dubna, the Physical Engineering
Institute of Moscow and the Universities of Kazan,
Lomonosov, Skolkovo and the St. Petersburg
Technique.
The second meeting of the joint coordination
committee of the Aenta and the Rosatom Russian
state atomic energy corporation will soon be held
in Havana, which is expected to continue
collaboration between both countries.
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WiN ROMANIA
25 Years of Tireless Activities to
Support Nuclear Energy
It was in January 1993 at the PIME Conference in
Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic, when a group of
women working in the nuclear sector from
Romania joined the newly-formed WiN
organization and put the basis of the WiN
Romania Chapter.
After 18 years of continuous work, in August 2011
WiN Romania has registered as an official NGO
called WiN Romania Association, having 65
founding members, with its President – Mihaela
Stiopol.
WiN Romania is part of WiN Global, is one of the
founding members of WiN Europe and has 3
regional chapters: Bucharest, Cernavoda and
Pitesti.
Over the years, WiN Romania was sustained by
its active members with many activities in
Romania and also at the international level, which
promote the major objectives:
To communicate with the public in order to
increase the awareness of the diversity and
benefits of nuclear applications.
To promote and support the Nuclear Program in
Romania.
To encourage young women to choose a career in
nuclear applications field.
To promote the nuclear safety culture and the
environmental protection.
Acting President of WiN Romania – Cristina Bucur
was elected in 2014.
All the active members contributed to the WiN
Romania improvement and sustained young
generation to develop their careers in the nuclear
sector.
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WiN Romania had 2 members winning a prize at
the Fem’Energia Awards, organized by WiN
France: Dorina Zotica – 1st Prize in 2013 and
Simona Zaharov – 3rd Prize in 2017.
After winning a Fem’Energia prize, Simona
Zaharov was more determined to continue her
work with WiN Romania; she got an IAEA Grant
for women under 40 years, and participated with
Cristina Bucur and Alina Constantin at the 26th
WiN Global Annual Conference in Bariloche,
Argentina in March 2018.
Having the mentoring experience from this
Conference, WiN Romania – Cernavoda has
started a mentoring program for the Cernavoda
Nuclear Power Plant workers from the YG.
WiN Romania organizes every year an annual
meeting and every 2 years supports the SIEN
Conference in Romania.
“I would like to thank all the WiN Romania
members for their support and tireless work over
the last 25 years and more” – Cristina Bucur,
President of WiN Romania.

WiN RUSSIA
WiN Russia Runs Public Education
Seminars on Radioecology in Three
Largest Cities
This November WiN Russia hosted three two-day
public education seminars entitled “Disposal of
radioactive waste: how, where and what in the
future” in Moscow, Saint-Petersburg and
Krasnoyarsk.
The main goal of educational seminars was to
foster dialogue between specialists and the public
as well as to share knowledge about radioecology
and radiation safety, which could disprove many
existing anti-nuclear myths and help alleviate
feelings of danger and lack of understanding,
related to the nuclear industry.

As the WiN Russia President Alyona Yakovleva
noted, women can effectively and confidently
handle this task.
“Using easy and simple language our womenspecialists can beautifully and clearly explain the
most difficult topics about nuclear industry, that
are particularly important to the society”, – she
stated.
This opinion was supported by the head of Safety
Commission of the Russia’s Civic Chamber Maria
Kannabikh, who considers educating the public on
nuclear safety issues as a very important task.
“It is fascinating that today particularly women
became worried about problems with the public
perception of the nuclear industry and are willing

to do a lot to help solve them. Because it is most
important for us – to always think about the future
of our children, which makes us ready to tackle
the most difficult problems”, she said in welcoming
participants in Moscow.
In the Saint-Petersburg seminar it was particularly
noted that such education outreach activity was
very important due to the large amount of nuclear
industry facilities in the region.
The first day of the seminar was devoted to
theoretical education. A member of WiN
Germany, the Head of r.e.m. project (Radiation
Environment Management) Natalya Semyoshkina
told about types of radiation and its effects on the
human organism, about radioecology and its role
in modern society, about sources of radiation and
ways to isolate them.
The special topic of the first day was radioactive
waste management, in particular, methods of
storage and disposal as well as different chosen
national paths in this area. The lecturer shared the
experiences of several countries (Finland, France,
Switzerland and USA) in construction of
geological radwaste repositories and modelling of
processes of radionuclide migration. Accordingly,
Finland is constructing its final geological disposal
repository in granite while Switzerland and France
are researching sites in clay.
The Russian Federation is planning to build its
geological repository for high level waste in
Krasnoyarsk region, while low and mid level waste
is already being disposed in Novouralsk. Similar
objects are going to be built in North-Western,
Siberian, Ural and Central federal regions.
The seminar in Krasnoyarsk as organized with
assistance from Zheleznogorsk Mining and
Chemical Plant and Krasnoyarsk Atomic Energy
Information Center, where participants were very
actively discussing issues related to the planned
geological HLW repository in their area. According
to them, due to received information, many have
changed their opinions and lost their sense of
fear.
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The second day of the seminar was practical. The
lecturer and participants discussed public
engagement on safe management and disposal of
radioactive waste, including all the questions,
arguments of the critics and methods of
constructive discussions.
Later a business game where participants were
divided into several groups and facilitated different
sides of the dialogue was held.
At the end of the Krasnoyarsk seminar, WiN
Russia President thanked the lecturer and all
participants, handed out diplomas and noted: “We
had a fascinating dialogue where we discussed,
argued, researched radiophobia myths, and, most
importantly, heard each other. Each participant
has shared its fear and what she has learned to
overcome them. Your motivation and activity in
the seminar is your investment in your future.”

WiN SOUTH AFRICA
(WINSA)
After a hiatus that started in 2015, Women in
Nuclear South Africa was revived with a successful
conference themed “Acknowledgement of
Women’s Contribution in the Nuclear Industry” and
attended by more than 300 nuclear professionals
and stakeholders on 23 August 2018. The
conference was supported by the Department of
Energy in South Africa, Nuclear Industry
Association of South Africa (NIASA), South African
Young Nuclear Professionals (SAYNPS), and the
South African Nuclear Energy Corporation of South
Africa (Necsa), Eskom, the National Radioactive
Waste Disposal Institute (NRWDI), the National
Nuclear Regulator and many other stakeholders
from nuclear and related technologies.
The WiN-Global President, Dr Gabriela Voigt was
invited as a special guest to the WiNSA Annual
General Meeting (AGM), the conference and the
gala dinner. Ms Nomathemba Radebe, the
President of WiNSA stated that “the objective of
the conference was to recognize the contribution
of women in the nuclear industry, boost the
Women in Nuclear (WiN) South Africa contribution
in the nuclear sector, towards education of the
public, women and the youth of South Africa while
advocating for transformation in the nuclear
supply chain”.
The Deputy Minister of Energy, Honourable
Ambassador Thembisile Majola gave the keynote
address at the conference. In her speech, she
emphasized the importance of nuclear technology
in the community especially in the medical sector.
She also challenged WiNSA to collaborate with
other organisations in order to influence the
community with the applications of nuclear
technology. The Department of Education in the
Gauteng Province and Necsa partnered to
establish the nuclear technology schools of
specialisations. The project is about creating
Maths, Science and ICT Schools of Specialisation
in townships to focus on Nuclear Technology and
its applications. She also urged WiNSA to keep a
database of all the women in nuclear within SA.
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WiNSA DoE

Conference attendees with WiN Global President

Nomathemba Radebe (WiNSA President) and Deputy Minister
of Energy Hon Ambassador Thembisile Majola

The day before the conference, on 29 August
2018, WiNSA held their first Annual General
Meeting AGM) since 2015 to discuss and find
solutions to challenges that were a barrier to its
operations. The WiN-Global President attended
the AGM and she could hear first-hand the
challenges facing WiNSA and be part of finding
solutions to resolve the impasse hindering its
operations. The AGM reiterated its support for Ms
Nomathemba Radebe as the WiNSA President
and established a team consisting of women with
financial, legal and entrepreneurial skills to assist
her to investigate the cause of the challenges and
propose solutions. A special AGM will be held in
November to usher in a new executive that will
carry forward the mandate of WiNSA. Ms
Nomathemba Radebe said that the WiNSA
members heeded the call from speakers at the
conference and the AGM which led to the revival
of WiNSA Chapters and a recommitment towards
assisting WiN Global in the establishment of WiN
Africa.

The Department of Energy launched their own
WiNSA Chapter on the 21st of August 2018. The
intimate launch was a true reflection of ‘Wathinta
abafazi, Wathinta imbokodo’ (you strike a woman,
you strike a rock), as women in attendance were
in high spirits, ready to robustly participate in the
programme of the day. The Chief Director of
Nuclear Policy, Ms Lerato Makgae, was elected
as the Chapter Chairperson and she stressed that
women have a bigger role to play in society, and
should not be reduced to just writing submissions.
She further urged women to be active participants
in a male dominated industry, such as nuclear.
Welcoming participants to the launch, Chief
Director Communication, Ms Thandiwe Maimane,
reminded everyone of the pivotal role played by
women in the Nuclear sector. She narrated the
story of Marie Curie, the French-Polish woman
who conducted pioneering research and coined
the term “radioactivity” at the beginning of the 20th
century. In 1903 together with her husband, who
fought for the recognition of her role in their body
of work, Marie Curie was the first woman to
receive the Nobel Prize in Physics.
Chief Director: Programmes & Projects
Management Office, Ms Elizabeth Marabwa
echoed Ms Makgae`s sentiments, stating that
nuclear is an unknown sector, shadowed with
mystery and it is the responsibility of women in
this sector to be ambassadors of nuclear, in
order to educate others about nuclear so that it is
both accepted and understood in South Africa.
As part of the strategy to ensure that the DoE
chapter is visible, focus areas were identified and
an executive committee that will steer the ship
and ensure that the chapter effectively
implements its objectives was elected.
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industry as a transformational activist. Other
speakers were from SAYNPS and SARPA and
WiNSA. The speakers emphasised commitment
to the cause, to establish a work-life balance, to
partner with male counterparts in order to
maintain this balance and to participate in national
efforts to promote the nuclear industry. The Acting
CEO, who is a strong supporter of WINSANRWDI from the beginning, also gave a message
of support while Ms Mehauhelo Melaletsa spoke
on the NRWDI strategy on women advancement
and empowerment.
The event was a success and the Chairperson
was grateful for the support and attendance by all
colleagues at NRWDI, without whom, the event
would not have been possible.

Ms Ntebatse Matube the
former WiN Global
Executive delivering her
speech.

The WiNSA DoE Committee and a group photo of the WiNSA
DoE launch attendees

WiNSA NRWDI
The launch of WINSA-NRWDI was held on 19
October 2018 as the result of the work that began
in August 2018 when the executive committee
was elected. As NRWDI is a newly established
entity, this is the inaugural committee to be
elected to fulfil the mandate of WiNSA at NRWDI.
The vision of WINSA-NRWDI is to identify and
transform the role of women within the
organisation by advocating for advancement of
women into decision making positions.
The WINSA-NRWDI Charter was signed at the
launch by their inaugural Chairperson, Ms Tebogo
Motlhabane and the Acting CEO, Mr Alan
Carolissen. The launch was supported by the
South African Radiation Protection Association
(SARPA), WiNSA, NIASA and SAYNPS. The
Chairperson introduced her fellow Executive
committee as well as what their plans for the
financial year. The guest speaker, Ms Ntebatse
Matube, spoke on the Challenges women face in
the nuclear industry and how to overcome them
as experienced through her many years in the
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Mr Alan Carolissen and Ms Tebogo Motlhabane after signing
the WINSA-NRWDI Charter

WiNSA Necsa
The WiNSA-Necsa Executive committee was
elected on 2 August 2018 after heeding the
WiNSA AGM and conference call to revive
Chapters. Ms Tsakane Oseile was elected as the

Chairperson of WiNSA Necsa. A strategic
planning session was subsequently held on 5
October 2018. Key to the strategy was to develop
a plan to be used as a guide for the
implementation of various programs and ensure
that they are well resourced. The strategic
planning session was supported by the
Department of Energy through the attendance of
two representatives from their Gender Desk and
Ms Elsie Monale, the Chief Director, Nuclear Non
- Proliferation and Radiation Security, the WiNSA
President, Ms Nomathemba Radebe and
SAYNPS which send a representative. The Group
Chief Executive Officer of Necsa, Mr Phumzile
Tshelane, who is one of the champions of the
South African Nuclear industry, supports the
revival of WiNSA Necsa. The WiNSA Necsa
chairperson said that they are planning their
official launch to present their Charter and
strategic plan to members.

The WiNSA President, Ms Nomathemba Radebe, Ms Tsakane
Oseile, the WiNSA Necsa, the Deputy chair of WiNSA Necsa,
Ms Zamazizi Dlamini and the facilitator of the strategy
sessions, Ms Ntsiki Sisulu

Since the establishment of WiNSA-Necsa, the
chairperson Tsakane Oseile was interviewed on a
national radio station on 26 September 2018, to
educate the public about the benefit of nuclear
application. The national radio station known as
Motsweding FM has proposed to partner with
WiNSA-Necsa for all their 2019 outreach
programmes.
WiNSA has been revived and more chapters are
in the process of being established says the
WiNSA President, Ms Nomathemba Radebe.
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WiN SWEDEN
WiN Sweden and WiN Germany Annual
Meeting
WiN Sweden´s yearly meeting at Ringhals
included a Bilateral meeting with WiN Germany
At the 18-19th October there was a Bilateral
meeting at Ringhals, Sweden. The meeting was
between WiN Sweden and WiN Germany. There
were about 50 members at the meeting. At the
agenda there were several lectures and some
experience in nuclear power. The members also
had time for a visit at the Ringhals 4 power plant.

CEO Björn Linde

After the CEO´s welcome speech Project
Manager Lars Björnkvist followed with an
overview of what is happening in project STURE.
Project STURE is one of the projects that work
with the issues surrounding the decommission of
Ringhals 1 and Ringhals 2.
The meeting also included a number of interesting
lectures on the topic of nuclear power
development and an estimated round trip in the
turbine hall at Ringhals 4.

Members of WiN Sweden and WiN Germany at their annual
bilateral meeting at Ringhals

It was a solid program that awaited the
participants. During Thursday morning, WiN
Sweden's annual meeting was on the agenda,
and from lunch until Friday afternoon a bilateral
meeting with Germany was held. Cooperation with
Germany has been ongoing since 2009, and
began due to the fact that Vattenfall owned
nuclear power plants in both countries.
CEO Björn Linde welcomed everyone to Ringhals
and Sweden, and began to talk about Vattenfall's
commitment to attract more women and female
managers "More Women in Nuclear for Greater
Success". He also talked about the work with
Vattenfall's goal of offering 100 percent of fossilfree energy within a generation.
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At the day 2 there was lectures about
decommission, Sustainable Decommissioning,
Heavy liftings and more.
The seminar ended with an open lecture at
Ringhals Infocenter that was conducted on
sustainable development. Lecturers was Kristina
Gillin from Lloyd's Register. She was clear in her
message - to find winnings and winding up in the
best way we have to look "outside the box".
She meant we had to plan for the unscheduled,
see how we could use buildings and components
outside our facilities and be prepared for thing that
not are prepared for today for example if we get
an early retirement of our remaining reactors
Ringhals 3 and 4 what are we doing then?

WiN TURKEY
WiN Turkey’s Pride
WiN Turkey’s efforts on risk communication over
the past several years has given birth to a project
called NUKOM.
NUKOM is based on the experience and insights
gained from the environmental risk assessment,
risk perception and probabilistic safety projects
undertaken by women nuclear scientists in Turkey.
A paper on this project was accepted for
presentation at the IAEA meeting “International
Symposium on Communicating Nuclear and
Radiological Emergencies to the Public” which
was held in Vienna, October 1-5, 2018.
B. Gül Göktepe, President of WiN Turkey and the
main author (*) made a presentation of WiN
Turkey’s NUKOM project with highlights of risk
perception survey carried out commenting on the
factors affecting public opinion.
She emphasized the importance of cooperation
and sharing experience between “women in
nuclear“ in newcomers on the public nuclear risk
communication issues.
(*)The Role of in the Development of Effective
Nuclear Risk Communication -A Case Study by
WiN Turkey” by B. G. GÖKTEPE, N. GÜNGÖR,
S. S.LÜLE, E.SONGUR

WiN Turkey presentation at the IAEA Symposium by B. Gul
Goktepe

Nazlı Akbag and B. Gül Göktepe of WiN Turkey at the IAEA
Symposium

WiN Turkey (NÜKAD) members supported and
participated at the V. International Nuclear Power
Plant Summit which was held in Istanbul, March
6-7, 2018
The Summit provided a good opportunity to meet
with all stakeholders, public authorities and
academicians involved in nuclear power projects
in Turkey. More than thousand participants from
national and international organizations gathered
together and participated in the conference as
well as NPP EXPO.
VI. International Nuclear Power Plant Summit will
be held in Istanbul, March 5-6, 2019.

WiN Turkey members participating at the V. NPP Summit
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WiN Turkey member, Nur Kodalioglu medical
physicist/nuclear engineer won the first prize of
an innovation award among more than five social
hundred projects in health technologies,
innovation and advanced technologies from all
over Turkey. This competition was organized by
the Technology Transfer Center of the Hacettepe
University, Ankara, Turkey. Her award winning
project is “the design of a bra and shielding to
reduce the out-of-field dose of the contralateral
breast”. The project has been developed as a part
of her PhD thesis.
She is in the process of obtaining a patent of the
bra and shielding that she has designed.

Nur Kodalıoglu receiving first prize of the HT-TTM
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Announcement and Invitation
WNA World Nuclear University, ISTANBUL, April
2019.
WiN Turkey voluntarily supports the World
Nuclear University Short Course organization
“World Nuclear Industry Today. SMRs for
Newcomers” which will be held in Istanbul 22-26
April 2019. info@nutekinc.biz

WiN UAE
Diving into the Sadeeqa Program
By Iman Jumaa Al Hosani & Katya Emilova
Slavcheva
She is a young Emirati
Radiation Protection
professional at Barakah
Nuclear Power Plant, UAE.
A real diver, exploring the
sea depths as a hobby and
Radiation Protection field
as a career choice.
Proverb says “Appearances can be deceiving”.
Definitely her calm, but firm manner to approach
people and discussions, immediately proves the
myth of a “fragile” woman dedicated to a male
dominated industry as the nuclear one wrong.
Her name is Iman Jumaa Al Hosani and I am glad
that she is my Sadeeqa (Buddy in Arabic
language) within the frame of the program, which
was launched at Barakah NPP site in the
beginning of this year and is coordinated by Paola
Rogers.
Sadeeqa Program is aiming to allocate a WiN
Sadeeqa (Buddy) to help women freshly joining
Barakah NPP to know about WiN UAE and its
activities. The program also helps new comers to
integrate into the WiN community by giving them a
point of contact, a more experienced person who
can give advice and tips during the early period of
employment to help them learn about WiN, the
many activities organized by them and how to
become a member.
The intentions of providing such a relationship, is
to support the following:
 The new female employee to feel more
welcome with WiN as quickly as possible.
 Straightforward questions regarding WiN
operations are dealt with in a timely and
friendly manner.

 Any initial confusion and uncertainty
regarding WiN operations is reduced.
 The new female employee begins to add
value to WiN more quickly, leading to
increased participation in WiN activities.
 Active involvement in making the WiN
program a successful and productive
initiative.
To be honest, we enlarged the scope of our
cooperation a lot during the one month of the
Sadeeqa Program duration. Some of our talking
points were Radiation Protection issues and
international standards as the one of International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP),
Safety fundamentals, First Aid training and
manuals, Toastmasters sessions, etc.
The most precious gift from teaming up with Iman
was the exchange of cultural information,
traditions and believes. Not only did the Sadeeqa
program help promote WiN Barakah initiatives but
has also helped the United Arab Emirates to meet
Bulgaria and Italy. Me being Bulgarian by “birth”
and Italian by “growth” and Iman being Emirati we
enjoyed challenging each other with curious facts
about our countries and values stimulating the
change of biases. We exceeded our expectations
from the Sadeeqa program.

Organizational Factors and the
Nuclear Industry
It seems that working in any field is so easy
nowadays; since the source of information is open
and anyone can study and learn. However, some
industries need a different environment to work in.
It could be clear to the many that they have the
knowledge and the skills to work in the nuclear,
but in fact special attention must be paid to ensure
that nuclear safety is not compromised.
During my working in the nuclear regulatory body
in Jordan four years ago, I was doing my thesis
for my Master’s degree. I decided to have a study
in the nuclear field, and this is what happened. I
did a study in which I examined the safety
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performance and safety behaviour in a nuclear
power plant by investigating the effects of
organizational, safety management, and
workgroup level factors on safety performance
and employee safety behaviour in a nuclear
power plant. A structural model was proposed to
map the relationships between management
commitment to safety, organizational leadership,
employee empowerment, safety policies), safety
committees, safety equipment, teamwork, safety
performance, and employee safety behaviour.
The results of the study were presented during a
workshop for the “International Atomic Energy
Agency” regarding the management system in the
nuclear. The results showed that management
commitment and the organizational leadership
significantly affected safety performance through
safety policies and safety equipment. However,
employee empowerment failed to influence safety
performance and employee safety behaviour
through teamwork. Moreover, management
commitment and the organizational leadership did
not affect safety performance through safety
committee. Therefore, ultimate efforts should be
made in the nuclear industry to have wellestablished safety committees in safety
management systems to influence employee
safety participation. In conclusion, this study
provides a systematic methodology for enhancing
safety performance and employee safety
behaviour in nuclear power plants.
It was one of the interesting studies because the
topic was not usual. You can find the full study in
a scientific paper called “EXAMINING THE
SAFETY PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY
BEHAVIOR IN A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
USING STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING”
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Author Serena Mukattash who works in the United Arab
Emirates Nuclear program in the Nawah company

